
Third letter to CEA 

Dated: 21-05-2020 

Paramacharyal charanam Sharanam 

To Dr. K V Subramanian CEA[at]NIC[dot]in 

Also to Dr. Subramanian Swamy  swamy39[at]gmail[dot]com 

Also to Dr. Vimal Kumar, Head of department of Economics, IITK 

vk[at]iitk[dot]ac[dot]in 

Dear Sirs, 

     Sub: revival of economy and INFLAPRO 

I had been sending my suggestion on INFLAPRO and this is the third 

letter in a span of 12 days. 

Let me put about inflapro in following example. 

Inflapro is nothing but calculation to provide inflation protected 
return on investment to a certain level of say 6% for a definite 

term. 

You already are familiar with PMVVY scheme of interest at 8% per 

annum per month with which one invests Rs. 15,00,000 to get a 

pension of Rs. 10,000 per month.  

In a similar fashion with an investment of Rs. 23 lakh at 6.675% 
interest rate one would be able to get Rs. 12,794 per month flat 
(static) for 10 years and at end would get back the Principal i.e. 

Return of Purchase money Rs. 23 lakh. 

In Inflapro (option 4) with 23 lakh @ 6.675% interest and 6% 
inflation protection, one gets Rs. 10000 in the first year, 6% 
increase in next year with pension of Rs. 10600 in the second year 
and so on, and at 10th year the pension would be Rs. 16930 and at end 

of 10th year with the return of principal Rs. 23 lakh. Thus providing 

an inflation protection for 10 years perspective 

The yield in conventional scheme is same as interest % ie. 6.675% 

whereas in above inflapro the yield is 6.89% 

The above figures are summarised below: 

  



 
 

  

Principal/Purchase price: Rs. 23,00,000 @6.675% intt. And 6%inflatio 

protection term 10 years with return of purchase price: 

Year       Conventional    Inflapro  

1st year     12793.75         10020.80 

2nd year     12793.75         10622.15 

And so on 

10th year        12793.75        16930.09 

Return of Princ. 23,00,000      23,00,000 

Yield             6.675%          6.89% 

Total Payout     38,35,250      38,85,000 

Let us take another example with longer term and another option of 

inflapro, 

A man of 60 years to invest in pension and enjoy benefit of 

exponential form of return on investment with return of principal 

after 40 years with added value. 

The superannuation/pension fund/Principal/purchase price, whatever 
name you want to call the investment is Rs. 52 lakhs, 

@6.675%interest pa per month, and 6% inflation protection. 

The summarised figures are 

Year          Conventional     Inflapro 

1st year          28925         10049.68 

2nd year          28925         10652.66 

And so on 

40th year         28925            97517 

Return of Princ. 52,00,000      1,75,31,177 

                 (Rs.52 lakh)   (Rs. 1.75 crore)     

Yield             6.675%          14.90% 

Total Payout    1,90,84,000      3,61,94,878  

To whom inflapro is applicable or who can implement the Inflapro 

scheme is the Government and Financial Institutions.  



The benefits are identical to that when we switched over from 

Diminishing balance method to EMI mehtodin early 90s. 

There is no burden on taxpayers money to give inflation protected 
return. It is only the same interest rate applicable on the Run 
balance as that of conventional scheme.  

Please give me an opportunity to a live demo of the calculations 
with custom specified interest percentages, inflation protection 

percentages etc. 

Thanking you 

B N Venkataraman, E4, SBRA, IIT Kanpur, U.P. 

Attached Previous letters of 14th May and 11th May in pdf. 

 


